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Abstract—The medium voltage collector feeder in a wind 

farm is usually protected by conventional protection strategy. 

The main drawback of this protection can't discriminate 

between faults occurred in the wind turbine generator (WTG) 

and cable feeder faults. Moreover, the protection relay did not 

isolate the faulted cable feeder from the side of WTG. 

Therefore the fault still feeded from the WTG. A new digital 

protection algorithm is proposed in this thesis based on fault 

current direction. A set of protection zones are identified 

based on collection bus voltage and current signals from each 

wind turbine. The proposed protection algorithm identifies the 

fault location based on the direction of the phase angle 

between voltage and current signals. The algorithm 

discriminates between internal faults in the protected 

collection feeder and external faults in the power grid or any 

parallel feeders. The protection zones are identified where 

each WTG has its own zone and one zone for the collection 

cable feeder. The proposed protection algorithm performance 

is verified using various fault scenarios using MATLAB 

package. The simulated scenarios involved different fault 

types and locations. The proposed algorithm is applied on a 

part of Zafarana wind farm which connected to 220 kV 

network of the unified Egyptian network. The proposed 

protection algorithm is implemented through a hardware 

laboratory experiment. A laboratory model of induction 

generator, synchronous generator, auto voltage transformer, 

current transducers and data acquisition card are used for the 

experiment. LabView package is used for the data acquisition. 

Both simulation and experimental results verified the 

effectiveness of the algorithm. 

Index Terms—Wind Farm; Collector Feeder; Induction 

Generator; Synchronous Generator; Hardware 

Laboratory Experiment; Digital Protection Algorithm; 

Direction Algorithm; Internal Faults and External Faults. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wind farms are essential part in the power grid. Protection 
of collector feeders and wind turbine generator are common 
research field [1]. When faults occurred in wind farms, the 
fault current is contributed from the power grid into the fault 
location and from the wind farm itself. For single line to 
ground fault in the medium voltage cable feeder in wind farm, 
the voltage increased to the line voltage in healthy phases, 
because the substation transformer is delta connection beside 
the wind farm area. Therefore, overvoltage should be 
considered that may cause failure to the insulation of cable 
feeder. [2]. The author [3] introduces the control and 
communication for wind farm generator, and study the effect 
of fault current on the electrical equipment during ground fault 
in the grid. So the author [4] introduces new method to adjust 
the setting of distance relay for medium and high voltage 
transmission lines. Due to the source impedance of new wind 
farm that connected to the substation. The source impedance of 
the wind farm (zero and positive sequence impedance) are 
calculated from the single line to ground and three phase short 
circuit current contribution from the turbine generators to the 
substation that connected to the power grid. The author in a 
paper [5] introduces the recommendation for making ground 
source at the medium voltage collection bus to limit the over 
voltage in unfaulted phases during ground fault. The author 
presents protection for medium voltage feeder by over current 
relay. The study of the coordination time between each relay 
located in the first section of cable feeder is presented. Also the 
relay setting for sectionalizer and recloser is applied in the 
study. But the model system for feeders is radial and the 
substation transformer without grounding reference [6, 7]. The 
author presents recommendation study for directional over 
current relay for medium cable feeder of wind farm, the author 
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consider the protection of each wind turbine generator 
connected to the medium voltage cable feeder by high rupture 
current fuse. But the relay not able to discriminate between 
cable feeder section zone or wind turbine generator zone [8]. 

The author presents the protection method to determine the 
fault location based on impedance calculation (distance relay). 
The author modifies the distance relay equation for voltages 
and currents, to take into consideration the contribution from 
dynamic load and from the distributed generations that 
connected to the medium voltage feeder [9-12]. The author 
identifies the faulted feeder from health feeder by uses sum of 
discrete wavelet transform for the residual current during one 
cycle of the feeder during single line to ground in medium 
voltage network. The author uses conditional probability 
(normal distribution) between the output of discrete wavelet 
transform for faulted and healthy feeder before and during the 
fault to identify the faulted feeder [13, 14].The author identifies 
the faulted feeder from health feeder by uses the polarity of the 
sum multiply of detail level of residual voltage and detail level 
of residual current during two cycle. This method is applicable 
for ground fault, but not applicable for line to line and 
symmetrical three phase short circuit, because the residual 
current equals zero [15].The author identifies the faulted feeder 
from health feeder by uses the polarity of the impedance that 
calculated from the average value of residual current and 
voltage with short time window during the fault [16]. 
Protection of wind farm collection feeder based on directional 
angle algorithm is proposed in this paper; also the proposed 
protection algorithm is implemented through a hardware 
laboratory experiment. The development and validation of an 
algorithm for a wind farm digital protection requires sampled 
values (current and voltage). These data could be obtain in real 
time by converting the analogue signals into samples, and 
transmitted to the protection relay via communication network. 

II. CONFIGURATION OF POWER SYSTEM UNDER STUDY 

Figure-1 shows the schematic diagram of the Studied 
Zafarana model that composed of six feeder of Nordic wind 
turbine and linked to grid via transmission lines. Every feeder 
composed of multi wind generators which have identical 
operation circumstance, information of machine described in 
appendix [17]. 

 
Figurer-1 Studied Zafarana model 

 

A. Proposed Protection Zones 

In the previous research, each WTG has a standalone relay 
or fuse the main drawbacks of such standalone protection relay 
that the relay isolates the feeder during faults from the grid. 
Therefore, the fault is still feeded from WTGs. Figure-2 shows 
the suggested location for relaying signal at wind farm 
collection feeder and at each wind turbine generator zone. 

 Current transformer: located at each wind turbine 
generator zone in the medium voltage side, because 
the generator and transformer are protected as one 
zone, also current transformer located at the 
collection cable feeder. 

 Voltage transformer: located at the collection cable 
feeder. The change in angle of voltage signal at the 
collector feeder with respect to the angle of voltage 
at each wind turbine generator zone is very small. 
So the voltage signal is taken only for the cable 
feeder and WTG zones.  

 
Figure-2 Proposed protection zones 

B. Relaying Signals at Normal Operation 

Figure -3 shows the relaying signals for this case (normal 
operation), the voltage signals of the collector feeder are 
reference for all WTG zones and cable feeder zone. This figure 
also shows the current signals for WTG11, WTG21, WTG31, 
WTG41 and cable feeder-1. There are twenty wind turbine 
generators are connected to this cable feeder. The rated for 
each WTG is 0.8 MVA, so the rated for this cable feeder is 
equal 16 MVA. For the wind turbine generator zone the base 
value is 0.8 MVA, so the rated current at normal operation for 
each WTG is equal to 1 pu. For the cable feeder zone the base 
value is 16 MVA, where the feeder connected with twenty 
WTGs, so the rated current at normal operation is equal to 1 
pu. 
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Figure-3 Instantaneous values of relay signals during normal 

operation 

C. Double Line to Ground (DLG) Fault at Cable 

Feeder-1 

The results of the relaying signals for this case are shown in 
Figure-4, DLG fault occurs at feeder-1 (internal fault) at 0.5s. 
Figure-4 also shows the measured current of all WTG from 
generator increased to feed the fault, also the measured current 
of cable feeder-1 is increased due to contribution of the current 
from the grid to the fault location. The voltage signals in 
unfaulted phase (c) is increased, because the fault in 
ungrounded system with respect to wind turbine generators. 

 
Figure-4 Instantaneous values of relay signals during DLG 

fault occurs at cable feeder-1 

III. RELAYING SIGNALS CONFIGURATION  

Figure-5 shows the complete data collections for the 
proposed technique for relay feeder-1 and relay feeder-2 

 

Figure-5 Data collection for the proposed technique 

 
Figure-6 shows the modular wind farm system model based 

on IEC 61850 proposed for the WTGs and cable Feeders. The 
relay uses sampling value signals from analogue to digital 
device located at cable feeder and WTG zones, and terminated 
via fiber optic cable through switch. The model contains some 
component as:  

CT: current transformer, to acquire current signals to A/D 

device. 

VT: voltage transformer, to acquire voltage signals to A/D 

device. 

A/D: analogue to digital device, to convert instantaneous 

values of voltage signals and current signals to sampling 

values data. 

 
Figure-6 Modular wind farm system model based on IEC 

61850 proposed for WTG and cables  

IV. PROPOSED PROTECTION ALGORITHM 

Phasor’s amplitude and angle can be computed by (2) and 
(3), respectively. In power system protection area, it is very 
common to split the complex exponential term of DFT into real 
and imaginary filters  

 (  )    
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5   So for positive sequence voltage and positive sequence 

current, the phasor’s angle can be computed by (4) and 
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6         (         )                     (4)             

7         (         )                        (5)         

8 Where                                                                            

9                                              

10                                                   

11                                              

12                                                   

13 So the impedance (Z) angle can be computed by (6) 

14                                             (6) 

The relay directional compares the measured impedance 
( Z) with the line impedance angle (  ZL). When the 
measured angle  Z is greater than  ZL by more than 90◦, the 
fault is identified as internal fault. where the direction of power 
is reversed with respect to the protection relay as shown in 
figure-7. When the measured angle  Z is less than  ZL by 
90◦, the fault is identified as external fault or the system is in 
normal condition.  

15 
Figure-7 Current direction during external and internal 

fault 

16 Figure-8 shows the relay’s directional element 

referenced to the voltage (V) at 0◦.  

 
17 Figure-8 Directional angle 

The relay uses the sampling value from A/D device located 
at cable feeder to detect fault (internal) in the collection feeder 
system by determine  direction angle algorithm and (external) 
in the grid or parallel feeders. A fault in wind turbine generator 
required isolation of its zone by protection feeder relay which 
send trip signal via communication network for WTG faulted 
zone, but fault on the power collection feeder required an 
tripping response but after isolate all C.B of all WTG 
connected to its feeder to prevent the WTG to feed the fault, 
and also to prevent over voltage of healthy phases in cable 
feeder.The flowchart of the proposed algorithm can 

constructed as shown in figure-9.The proposed algorithm is 
composed of the two stages.  

18 At stage1, the measured data currents and voltages from 

the end of cable feeder at the collection bus are used to 

determine the fault direction, the fault direction is 

discriminated using an directional algorithm, to 

distinguish feeder faults (internal faults) from grid and 

another parallel feeder faults (external fault), the direction 

of relaying current from the wind farm into the grid.  

19 At stage 2, the measured data currents at each wind 

turbine generator and voltage at the collection bus is used 

also to calculate the fault direction to distinguish cable 

feeder faults from wind turbine generator fault. 

20  

21 Figure-9 Directional angle 

V. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE STUDIED SYSTEM AND 

RELAY RESPONSE 

Figure -10 shows a schematic diagram of the studied 
system with relaying signal and fault location. Each feeder 
composed multi WTG, but the measurement is taken for only 4 
wind turbines that have same operation condition. 

 

 
Figure -10 Schematic diagrams for feeder relay 
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Table-1 shows the functions that the feeder protection relay 

should have action for all faults (F1–F10) in Figure-10. 

Fault location Relay action Fault type 

F1-F3 
WTG zones, isolate 

faulted WTG zone 

 

SLG, DLG, L-

L, 3P. SC 

F4-F6 

Trip action of cable 

feeder after isolating all 

WTGS connected to this 

feeder 

F7-F10 
No action (external 

fault) 

 

A. Relay Response During Line to Line (L-L) Fault at 

WTG-12 (F8_AB) 

The results of angles for collector cable feeder and all 
WTG connected to this feeder are shown in figure-11, where 
phase L-L faults occur at WTG12 at 0.5s. The results of 
directional angle changes in all feeder zones are smaller than 
90 degree, so the relay is not response for this external fault. 

 
 

Figure-11 Feeder relay response during L-L fault occurs 

at WTG-12 (F8_AB) 

B. Relay Response During Line to Line (L-L) Fault at 

Cable Feeder-1 (F6_AB) 

Figure-12 shows the result of angles for collector cable 
feeder and all WTG connected to this feeder, where L-L fault 
occur at cable feeder-1 at 0.5s. As shown in figure the 
changing of directional angles of all WTGs zones are smaller 
than 90 degree, but the change of it for cable feeder-1 is larger 
than 90 degree. This means the fault at cable feeder-1 

 
Figure-12 Feeder relay response during L-L fault occurs 

at cable feeder-1 (F6_AB) 

VI. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

The hardware implementation of the designed laboratory 
model with the data acquisition system introduces a real digital 
environment based on the Lab-View package including the 
necessary hardware and signal measurement. The laboratory 
model is used to produce real signals during fault occurrence. 
Figure-13 shows circuit diagram of the overall experimental 
setup and figure 6.2 shows a photograph of the overall 
experimental hardware setup. 

 
Figure-13 Circuit diagram of the hardware implementation 

setup. 

 
In figure-14 the proposed hardware model is introduced 

with the data acquisition system that is based Lab-View 
environment is presented. The data acquisition card receives 
current signals through current transformers, voltage signals 
through voltage transformer. These signals are fed to the data 
acquisition card linked with laptop of 2.4 GHz processor. In 
the next subsections, detailed discrimination of the hardware 
implementation will be presented. Figure-14 shows the actual 
laboratory model with connection to the synchronous generator 
and induction generator. 
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Figure-14 Photograph of the hardware implementation setup. 

VII. ALGORITHM  IMPLEMENTATION 

One of the advantages of lab-view package is supported 
software using graphical programming language. This may be 
described by more details for convenience as following. Front 
panels contain various types of control and indicators that are 
input and output respectively. Block diagram contains 
terminals corresponding to front panel. Controls and indicators 
as well as consist of functions, sub virtual instruments, 
structures and wires that carry data from one object to another. 
Structures are program control elements such as (for loop, 
while loop, case and formula node). 

A. Normal Motoring-Generating Operation  

Figure-15 shows the power delivered to and from the 
induction machine of the laboratory during change over from 
motoring to generator mode. The phase voltages signals (va, vb 
and vc) and current signals (ia, ib and ic) during change over 
from motoring to generator mode also are shown in fig. 6.9, the 
value of angle between phase voltage and current are shown 
also in this figure. In this figure the power is converted from 
positive to negative, the change in the angle is increased than 
90 degree. 

 
Figure-15 Laboratory result at change over from motoring 

mode to generator mode. 

B. External Single Line to Ground 

Figure-16 shows the power delivered to the fault from 
induction generator of the laboratory during external single line 
to ground fault at phase (a). The phase voltages signals (va, vb 
and vc) and current signals (ia, ib and ic) during fault are 
shown in figure-16, the value of angle between phase voltage 
and current are shown also in this figure. The change in the 
angle is smaller than 90 degree, power polarity in the same 
negative mode. So the relay is in normal or external fault. 

 
Figure-16 Laboratory result at external single line to 

ground at phase (a). 

C. Internal Single Line to Ground 

The power delivered to the fault from induction generator 
of the laboratory during internal single line to ground fault at 
phase (a) is shown in figure-17. The figure shows the phase 
voltages signals (va, vb and vc) and current signals (ia, ib and 
ic) during fault. The change in the angle is increased than 90 
degree. So the relay will operate to isolate this faulted zone. 

 
Figure-17 Internal single line to ground fault (A-G)  

 

115 deg. 

40 deg. 

130 deg. 
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D. Internal Line to Line Fault 

Figure-18 shows the power delivered to the fault from 
induction generator of the laboratory during internal line to line 
fault at phases (a, b). The phase voltages signals (va, vb and 
vc) and current signals (ia, ib and ic) during fault are shown in 
this figure. The change in the angle is increased than 90 degree; 
power polarity is inverted from negative to positive mode. So 
the relay will operate to isolate this faulted zone. 

 
Figure-18 Internal line to line fault (A-B) 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper part of Zafarana wind farm is a modeled using 
Matlab program. The performance of the model is verified 
under various fault conditions including different fault 
locations and fault types. Also the suggested protection zones 
are illustrated in this paper. Protection of wind farm collection 
feeder based on directional algorithm is proposed in this paper. 
This algorithm for directional angle has advantages can be 
summarized as described below:   

 Eliminates the need for separate relays for each 

wind generator and the need to set, configure, 

test, and maintain the individual relays. 

 One setting file for the whole collector feeder 

section and so ease of engineering, monitoring 

the whole collector feeder  section is 

configuration free as one relay has all the 

information already 

 Discrimination between internal fault in 

collection feeder and external fault (grid fault) 

and parallel feeder. 

 Eliminate voltage signals by using voltage signal 

at the collection bus is reference for all feeder 

sections. 

 Isolate the wind WTG that connected to the 

cable feeder during fault at cable feeder, to 

completely isolate the faulted section from any 

electrical source.  

 Discrimination between cable feeder zone fault 

and wind turbine generator (WTG) zone fault 

connected to the medium voltage collector 

feeder.  
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